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The 10 kavumandments
-Do more with less!
-Uncontested heroic dedication to every single customer.
-Make the most out of every day.
-To constantly learn and practice the art of communication
in everything.
-CONSISTENCY, CONSISTENCY, CONSISTENCY.
-Trust, respect, communication & cooperation in all aspects
of life.
-100% service, 100% quality and 100% on time delivery.
-Quick response
-Think outside the box. Exude creativity in all life, work and
play
-Stay true to the consumer & the roots of the KAVU lifestyle

designed for fun: the kavu story
KAVU is run by full-on fun fanatics living for the next adventure. And we work
just as hard. Except we love what we do, so if this is work, we’ll take it. Lucky
us.
Our formula for living well is simple — build fun into everything you do. So
that’s where we start. KAVU creates true outdoor wear, stylish bags, wallets,
and other accessories so you can express yourself and spread your good-time
attitude.
Picture this: A perfect day as defined by you. The kind that makes you feel alive,
grateful, and blissfully exhausted.
That’s a KAVU Day. And we want you to have as many as you can. That’s why
“Have a KAVU Day!” is more than our slogan — it’s the reason KAVU exists.
KAVU is also an aviation acronym for “clear above visibility unlimited,” when
there isn’t a cloud in the sky and you can see to the horizon. That limitless
feeling is our guiding philosophy and the attitude we bring to all we do. It
means treating every day like it’s special, and then getting out and doing
whatever invigorates you and brings on the perma-grin. KAVU clothing is an
expression of this approach to life.
Local Feel, Worldwide Appeal
KAVU was born in Seattle in 1993. Back then, founder Barry Barr was selling the
revolutionary Strapcap out of his car. Now, it’s a straight-up classic and KAVU
is Local Worldwide. You can find our full range of styles for men and women
in fine stores around the world, online, and at our two KAVU flagship retail
locations in Seattle.
After all these years, we’re still stoked by the spirit in which we were founded:
buckling down, pitching in, getting our hands dirty, and creating gear we’re
proud to wear and use — and even prouder to share with you.

THE KAVU LOGO
PRIMARY VERSIONS
The KAVU logo is the most recognizable identifier for
the KAVU brand. The iconic Olympic mountain range,
and red sun are the essence of KAVU. There are two
primary logos, circular and rectangular, which are
interchangeable depending on usage and needs. To
ensure brand consistency, only use the KAVU logo
that includes the words “Klear • Above • Visibility
• Unlimited” unless specifically directed to use an
alternate.
CIRCLE VERSION
Our logo of choice. When in doubt, use the circle logo
with “Klear Above Visibility Unlimited” beneath the KAVU
letters.
RECTANGLE VERSION
As needs dictate, the rectangular version of the KAVU
logo may be substituted for the circular version.

SPACING
Avoid crowding the logo when using it as a design
element. Be sure to allow the appropriate amount of
clear space, equivalent to the height of the capital K in
the logo - on all 4 sides of the logo.

LOGO USAGE
PROPER USAGE

IMPROPER USAGE

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3.

4.

1. On white, the default option for our logo.
2. On black, include a white stroke around the logo.
3. On low-contrast photos include a white stroke around
the logo.
4. On high-contrast photographs no white stroke is
necessary (use discretion).

1. Do not alter the colors of the original logo.
2. Do not scale the logo disproportionately.
3. Do not skew the logo in any direction.
4. Do not use the logo in tandem with non-KAVU
background colors

LOGO USAGE
THE KAVU WORDMARK
In many cases the full-color KAVU logo may be
awkward, overly busy, or simply not a good fit for
the material at hand. In cases like this the KAVU
wordmark should be substituted.
The KAVU wordmark should always be 100% solid
white. It should typically be used on a solid colored
background fill that uses on of the primary KAVU
brand colors.
It may also be used on full color photography,
provided there is enough contrast between the image
and the wordmark.
Always be sure to leave equal amounts of clear space
on all four sides of the wordmark.

KAVU colors
PRIMARY COLORS
Consistent use of the KAVU brand colors is an
important aspect of any branding effort. PMS 1795
C (Red) and PMS 300 C (Blue) are the cornerstones
of the brand, and may be used whenever a single
color is needed. Black and White should be used as
accent colors for additional elements such as text,
catch phrases, or KAVU’s secondary logos.
WEB USAGE
When designing for a screen-based application,
such as a website, mobile, or tablet, please refer to
the RGB and/or HEX values to the right.
PRINT USAGE
Our preferred printing spec is 4-color CMYK.
When designing for a print-based application in
combination with full color photography, such as a
catalog or tradeshow banner, please use the CMYK
values.
When designing for a print-based application that
uses only the primary colors, and does not include
full color photography, you may use the PMS spot
colors.

PMS 1795 C

BLACK

RGB: R214 G40 B40
CMYK: C0 M94 Y100 K0
HEX: #D62828

RGB: R0 G0 B0
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K100
HEX: #000000

PMS 300 C

WHITE

RGB: R0 G114 B98
CMYK: C100 M44 Y0 K0
HEX: #0072C6

RGB: R255 G255 B255
CMYK: C0 M0 Y0 K0
HEX: #FFFFFF

TYPOGRAPHY
HEADINGS/POSTERS
Phosphate Solid is a punchy, bold typeface. It embodies the
KAVU’s FUN attitude, and provides excellent contrast as a
primary page element when used in tandem with MOON,
KAVU’s primary typeface.

WEB TYPOGRAPHY
MOON bold is the default typeface for headers, links
and subheads on KAVU.com

BODY COPY + SUBHEADS
MOON light is our default typeface for body copy,
and subheadings. When used subhead it’s default is
all-caps, as you see to the right on the bottom.

SOME WEB + POSTERS + COPY
It’s like the Designated Hitter. It’s never on the feild but
it’s always in the game hitting home runs.

Phosphate solid
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&?

MOON BOLD
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&?

MOON LIGHT
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&?

ROBOTO LIGHT + REGULAR + BLACK
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%&?

KAVU films

There is no place like this place anywhere near this place so this must be the place.
These films are who we are, what we do and take you where we go. It’s past, present, and future.
Whether you have 3 minutes or 30, we have the content that will take you straight to Funsville.
Find that stoke to help you get through your day and inspire you to take your own adventure.
Get busy livin’, because fun has no season. This is KAVU Films. That’s what we do.

KAVU DAYS VLOG SERIES

FUTURE KAVU DAYS SERIES

BUSY LIVIN FILMS

KAVU DAYS is an online video project
that was born from a love of traveling
and sharing our personal
experiences. Come with us to the
nooks and crannies of the world and
hang with the locals. Push play and
get busy livin’. #LocalWorldwide

Here is the deal...This series is a
compilation of short internet videos
to put in your stoke basket from old
KAVU footage dating back to the
1960’s leading up into the mid 2000’s.
They are going to be sizzlin’ in weekly
so save room to chew on these
puppies. They bark...but they don’t
bite.
RRRAW!

Sometimes you just need to sit back
and enjoy the ride, or in this case, the
film. We don’t believe in viewer
retention ‘round here. If you are here,
well then, you know the feeling, you
know our vibe. Grab some popcorn
and a beverage and let the good
times roll.

KAVU PRODUCT REVIEW VIDEOS

BUZZNARD SHORT FILMS

KAVU HERITAGE FILMS

Reviews of our FUNctional clothing
brought to you by no one in particular
in low quality or high quality video
production depending on how you
look at it. Reviews with the honest
truth. Learn something new today for
a fresher tomorrow! Let’s take a look
at some KAVU True Outdoor Wear.

BUZZNARD, defined by
Werriam-Mebster as the act of
buzzing hard on life; to buzz hard on
life. We know you may only have a 15
minute break so here is your chance
to pack in a few short ones. This
is your playlist. We be buzzin, you
should too.

There is plenty of history since we
started in 1993, but our heritage runs
even deeper than that. The KAVU
way has roots in Sun Valley and the
San Juan Islands dating back to the
60’s. We also have made some pretty cool films in our day. Take a rip
down memory lane for that warm and
fuzzy.

Social media

Enjoy KAVU days with us, see where in the world KAVU athletes are and share your KAVU days with us. Connect with the
KAVU family and be in the know with these four social platforms.

ADVENTURE.KAVU.com

KAVU Adventures are photo rich stories that showcase KAVUers doing what they love! From flying
paragliders in Brazil to climbing deep in the Himalayas. This is the place that will ignite the adventure inside
of you! Our Athletes and Local Worldwide Lifestylers travel to the nooks and crannies of the world and drop a
fresh story every Tuesday!

www.youtube.com/KAVUTrueOutdoorwear

Youtube is the best place to see ALL video content from product reviews to short films that embody our busy
livin’ attitude of making the most of everyday! Subscribe to our channel and enter to win a big box of KAVU
swag. Winners picked at random from subscriber list every month or bi-monthly.
Join us on YouTube and get your #LocalWorldwide adventure on!

@KAVU

KAVU’s instagram embodies our Fun Has No season lifestyle with daily photos of KAVU Athletes, Lifestylers,
Photographers, fresh products and more. This is one of the best platforms to connect with us. Instagram
stories are live updates on fresh products, daily operations and all the fun we have here at KAVU. Share your
#LocalWorldwide KAVU adventures with us!

www.facebook.com/OfficialKAVUFanPage

Our official fan page is a place for KAVU news! Check this page to see new videos, adventure stories, product
releases and more. It’s like the bottom of a funnel that all things KAVU social eventually land on. It’s a Great
spot to check periodically for a full update!

@KAVUDay

The KAVU twitter is used very rarely. We do not use our twitter account to it’s fullest capacity but we have it
just in case we need to share anything... its like that spare tire in your car.

Digital assets
This is the BASECAMP for ALL KAVU digital needs. These materials will help you create marketing campaigns, displays
and marketing materials for selling KAVU products. Let’s gear up!

https://kavu.com/pages/digital-assets
This site contains the current seasons KAVU Digital Assets
and sales tools as well as the past three seasons. You will see
Spring/Summer on the left and Fall/Winter on the right.
We also have links to all of our social channels, KAVU High Res
Logos and our Brand Guide available for download. The best
feature on this site is the Product Search at the bottom of the
page. You can search by SKU Number, Style name, Color Name,
Season (S18), description and more.
Each seasons digital assets include:
Product Images
Lifestyle Images
Lookbook Video
Workbook / Catalog
Order Form (If Available)
Sales tools (If Available)

HOW TO VIDEO

